Meeting was brought to order at 6:30 pm.

Those in attendance: Scott Carson, Ted Davies, Susy Devenish, Robin Escotto, Linda Mortensen

1) **Review Reading Goal**

A discussion about Landmark’s literacy goal took place. Scott shared data that has been collected from students in the reading Intervention class. Ways to effectively assess and screen students were discussed.

2) **Review Math Goal**

Scott shared what a Mastery-Driven Math Program might look like. Scott will be meeting with the math teachers on Wednesday to discuss the idea. The council discussed the challenges of accurately assessing Math proficiency at Landmark. Scott shared the progress on hiring the new Math trackers. Alternative curriculum delivery options were discussed including: computer-based instruction, small group, and individual instruction. Each student is different, and one method might work better than another.

We will hire two tech positions with Trustlands money to help with Math.

3) **Open Discussion Items**

One suggestion was to consider Peer Tutoring so that the more advanced students can help out those who are struggling.

Student motivation was discussed and how it impacts learning at Landmark H.S.

Counseling suggested that we have the student’s previous teachers rate them on a scale of 1 thru 10 so that we know better where they are at when they arrive here at Landmark.

Meeting was adjourned at 7:30pm